
Resilient 
infrastructure 
delivers thousands 
of custom-made 
playlists to stores 
around the world

Into the cloud... Based on a true story



Executive Summary 
Headquartered in the south of France, RadioShop is a digital sound agency offering hundreds 
of brands around the world customised playlists, music design, sound identity, in-store digital 
experiences, and other auditory brand content. As the company has grown, so has its number of 
servers, resulting in the need for streamlined server administration and maintenance.

The Challenge 
Because restaurants and retailers are typically focused on e-banking transactions during the day, 
they usually access RadioShop’s network in the evening to download playlists. This small window 
of opportunity means the RadioShop network must be able to handle spikes in traffic, or the 
company will risk losing customers.

Having more servers means the team has to spend an increasing amount of time on maintenance, 
such as resolving hardware failures, OS updates, and cyberattack prevention, rather than 
innovation and product development. As a result, RadioShop wanted a way to delegate the 
management of its infrastructure.

“Every evening, more than 8,500 outlets situated all around the world connect to our 
infrastructure to download playlists for the next day, therefore we wanted to rely on a 
strong partner to manage RadioShop’s infrastructure.”
Thomas Bergerot, Cofounder and CEO, RadioShop 

Five secure,  
high-performance servers

8,685 
locations served

500,000 
tracks accessed daily



The Solution 
OVH’s Private Cloud houses a three-tier infrastructure and encapsulates each stage in a different 
virtual local area network (VLAN) to ensure security in the event of a data breach or cyberattack.

1. Level one consists of the three servers with an HAProxy to distribute load.
2. Level two is comprised of two database servers containing the soundtrack catalogue.
3. Level three contains the master database to collect real-time data around the point of 

sale, which influences playlists.

A firewall enhances network security, and all music catalogue files are backed up to servers 
located in an OVH datacentre. A vRack private network secures all data transfers.

https://www.ovh.co.uk:23243/private-cloud/
https://www.ovh.co.uk:23243/solutions/vrack/


The Result 
Thanks to OVH’s solution, RadioShop offers its clients enhanced customer experiences with music 
playlists and other unique auditory content delivered right at the point of sale. By outsourcing 
the infrastructure management to OVH, RadioShop has more time to focus on its core business.

“We are capable of synchronising different files on the different points of presence all over 
the world in a manner that reduces latency and bandwidth.”
Thomas Bergerot, Cofounder and CTO, RadioShop

ovh.com   @OVH  @ovhcom   OVH

OVH is a global, hyper-scale cloud provider that offers industry-leading performance and value to 
businesses. It represents the leading European cloud alternative. Founded in 1999, the group 
manages and maintains 28 datacentres in 12 sites, across four continents, deploys its own global 
fibre-optic network, and manages its entire supply chain for web hosting. Running on its own 
infrastructures, OVH provides simple, powerful tools and solutions to bring technology to 
businesses, and revolutionise the way that more than 1.4 million customers across the globe 
work. Respecting an individual’s right to privacy and equal access to new technologies are central 
to the company’s values, which is why the OVH motto is “Innovation for Freedom”.


